
Exchange Migrator
Exchange Migrator gives you greater control, flexibility, and security when moving Microsoft Ex-
change mailboxes, distribution lists, contacts, and public folders from one organization or site to 
another. With support for Exchange 2003 through Exchange Server 2010, Exchange Migrator can 
help you satisfy your migration and transition requirements.

Product Overview
OpenText Exchange Migrator delivers a proj-
ect-based approach that helps you plan, test, 
and automate the migratory tasks required 
to transition your Exchange infrastructure. 
OpenText’s approach to migration helps you  
dramatically reduce the time, effort, and knowl-
edge required to complete this complex and  
time-sensitive effort.

Product Overview
■ Delivers powerful migration planning and 

analysis—Helps optimize the migration  
effort by facilitating improved planning. 
Automated conflict analysis identifies 
potential roadblocks, allowing them to 
be addressed prior to any migration. 
Exchange Migrator also simplifies the 
test process, allowing migrations to 
be validated before implementation.

■ Helps ensure the availability of the 
Exchange messaging service—
Implements an always-on approach that 
makes the migration effort transparent to 
the end user, allowing mail to be sent and 
received as normal during the migration.

■ Assists in migration cost reduction— 
Uses a project-based approach that 
enables the implementation of a planned,  
phased effort. Automation of time-
consuming, repetitive migration tasks  
reduces overall migration time and  
administrator workload.

■ Simplified assessment and preparation—
Facilitates automatic discovery of 

mailboxes, distribution lists, contacts,  
and public folders. System resources are 
also validated to ensure migration success.

■ Extensive migration flexibility—Allows 
administrators to decide the pace at  
which to execute the migration project, 
enabling a multi-phased rollout to the  
new infrastructure.

■ Migration recovery—Ensures that the 
migration resumes when interrupted.

Features and Benefits
Organizes and directs the migration:

■ Project-based, wizard-driven approach 
provides easy-to-follow steps that define 
the scope of the migration, the target  
and source servers, any customizations, 
and the Exchange objects to be migrated

■ Rich reporting that enables rapid 
assessment of the Exchange  
environment before, during, and after  
the migration—helping to assess 
progress and success

Automates migratory tasks:

■ Customizable migration using scriptable  
interfaces to execute pre- and post- 
migratory event actions, assuring the  
migration maps to your unique  
requirements

■ Built-in conflict handling, allowing  
administrators to skip, merge, or replace 
Exchange mailboxes, distribution lists,  
and contacts when collisions of email  
addresses occur

System Requirements
 For a full list of system requirements, visit here. 

Data Sheet
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Figure 1. Exchange Migrator provides numerous 
reports to help you plan for your migration, gauge its  
progress, and confirm its success.

■ Switch mail flow wizard, simplifying the  
transition of users from the source to  
the target Exchange server

■ Complete user profile migration, 
maintaining security settings and 
preferences when updating contact, 
calendar, and mailbox data

■ Synchronized directory information,  
including address book information and 
distribution list memberships between the 
source and target Exchange environments

■ Synchronized calendar information,  
including free/busy details, maintaining 
scheduling capabilities on both platforms 
during migration, so users are unaware  
that two separate infrastructures exist  
during the migration

Offers comprehensive migration scenario 
support:

■ Migration support through to Exchange 
Server 2010, facilitating the transition from 
Exchange 2000/2003 environments to 
Microsoft’s latest messaging platforms, 
Exchange Server 2007/2010

■ Inter-organizational migrations from  
Exchange 2000/2003 to Exchange 2000/ 
2003 or Exchange Server 2007/2010

■ Public Folder to SharePoint migrations, 
allowing organizations to identify Public  
Folders in legacy Exchange environments  
and migrate contents to user-defined  
SharePoint sites

To learn more about Exchange Migrator, or to 
start a trial, go here.

www.microfocus.com/opentext

Exchange Migrator delivers a project-based approach 
that helps you plan, test, and automate the migratory 

tasks required to transition your Exchange infrastructure.
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